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The Newsletter of the Seattle Robotics Society 

Dan Mauch Shows Homebrew CNC Drill 

0 

Dan Mauch demonstrated his homebrew 
CNC drilling machine at the January 

16th SRS meeting. A fully computer con
trolled 3-axis translation stage, it was 

nevertheless constructed of readily obtainable 

hardware and was programmed in BASIC. 
The cross-slides were made from ball

bearing drawer slides; the feeds were stepper 
motors driving V-thread lead screws made 
from threaded rod. The slides were tensioned 
with coil springs to reduce backlash. Finally, 
the drill motor was a Dremel style motor. 

With his hardware finished, Dan plans 
next to write software to allow his CNC drill 
to drill PC boards using the drill file output 
from the freeware PADS pcb CAD package. 

( additional photos on pages 3 & 9) 

Focus: Basic Motor Drivers by Bob Nansel 

Driving PM DC motors can seem mysterious and complex at 
first. It's easy to get overwhelmed with terms like "Pulse 

Width Modulation", "Locked Anti-phase", "H-bridges", "Circu
lating current", "Snubber networks", and "Duty Cyle." Driving 
DC motors isn't hard, though, if you remember some basics. 

First, realize that PM DC motors are actually current con
trolled devices. That is, they respond to the current through their 
armature windings; push current through one direction and the 
motor runs clockwise, push current through the other way and it 
runs counterclockwise. The exact speed of the motor depends on 
the magnitude of the current. 

Unidirectional Motor Drives 

The simplest motor drive circuit is a single direction drive. 
Q Figure I shows two common circuits. The buffers on the left rep

resent logic level outputs (perhaps from a microcontroller). Figure 
la shows an NPN transistor used as a simple switch where the 

(Please see Drivers on p. 7) 
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The Cracked Crystal Ball 

B ack in December of '91 I was 
foolish enough to make pre

dictions in these pages about Amateur 
Robotics in 1992. I took two risks: first, 
that my predictions wouldn't come true, 
second that someone would remember I 
made the predictions to begin with. Of 
my sixteen predictions, how'd I do? 

1) In 1992 we will be seeing a slew of 
single chip robot designs. These will 
have only one semiconductor compo
nent, a microcontroller with high-
cu"ent power UO capability on-chip. 

While I'm confident that somewhere 
in the world somebody built true single 
chip robots, in the SRS only Keith 
Payea and Karl Lunt built anything 

mapping and path optimization algo
rithms will finally claim the prize in the 
robots-in-the-maze contest. They will do 
so with aggregate run times under half 
the aggregates of plain vanilla wall 
followers. Murphy's long reign of terror 
will be ended, and he will be retired with 
full honors to the Seattle Robotic Hall of 
Fame. 

Boy was I wrong here. Murphy, 
arthritic and battery weak, still reigns as 
the club maze champ. Zero points. 

4) Maze contests will lose their luster as 
a test of robotic prowess. Mazes will 
gradually be supplanted by compe
titions designed to test robots against 
less structured environments, so called 

.. .I took two risks: first, that my predictions wouldn't 

come true; second, that someone would remember 

I made the predictions to begin with ... 

close, and both used off-chip power 
drivers. Low chip count, but not single 
chip, and hardly a slew, so I'll give my
self half a point with this one. 

2) Single-chip H-bridge motor drivers 
will come into common use. The days of 
relays and discretes will be numbered. 

This one was right on. Older bipolar 
l. ,.::uits, such as the TSC4427 and the 
L293, were popular, but MOSFET 
versions gained steadily. I built a ROBI 
Dual Motor Driver using IR8200 H
bridges, and, along with others, began 
experimenting with two new SGS Th
om " , µarts, the DMOS L6203 and 
L6" l The L6203 handles 5 A peak, 4 A 
crui. t: , ;.;omes in an 11-pin power tab 
package, and costs only $5. The L6204 
is actually a dual H-bridge in a 20-pin 
DIP capable of handling half an amp in 
each bridge. One point 

3) Smart machines using both maze 

"Hostile Environment " competitions. 
While this won't be accomplished in one 
year, 1992 will be seen as the turning 
point. The movement will be fueled by 

Sunsumption Architecture robots. 

This one's a matter of interpretation. 
The maze hasn't lost its luster (not until 
someone beats Murphy, anyhow), but 
Hostile Environment competition got a 
great deal of attention, as witnessed by 
the spectacular Sumo robots in Japan. 
S.A. machines were certainly talked 
about a lot, but I'm not sure I saw any 
actually built. Half a point. 

5) Infrared sensors will become more 
sophisticated as well as more robust. 
These IR sensors will function 
effectively in full sunlight, yet will allow 
precise distance measurements to 
obstacles. 

This was mostly right. IR hasn't met 
its full potential, yet, but good progress 
was made. One point. 

6) Ultrasonic sensors will come into 
more general use. 

Yeah, this happened, but not to the 
extent I expected. Half a point. 

7) Good quality robot kits will become 

available once again from a variety of 
sources. Heathkit will not be among 
them. At least one winning maze runner 

will be built from a kit. 

This turned out true except for the 
winning maze runner part. Half a point. 

8) Truly modular robot subsystems will 
become available in kit form, and per
haps even fully assembled. They will use 
ROB/ interfaces, or something very 
much like ROB/. lt will be possible by 
the end of the year to assemble a com
plete robot base including motor 
drivers, controller and sensors without 
the need for soldering; plug-n-play ro
botics will have arrived. 

How I wish! This one is so close to 
happening that it pains me that I must 
award myself zero points. '93, for sure 

9) Software simulation will become a 
viable way to design robots without 
cutting metal. At least one robot will be 

built that was first simulated in soft
ware. Simulation will initially center 
around predicting the position of a robot 
given an arbitrary set of drive motor 
commands. Not only will this be useful 
for designing robots, it can be used to 
give the robot a "dead reckoning" sense 
of its current position independently of 
sensors. 

This one should have happened, but it 
didn't. No point. 

JO) Robot Operating Systems (ROS) 
specifically intended for robots will be 
introduced. Especially popular will be 
public domain ROS packages designed 
to allow all software development to be 
done on the robot host with no need for 
cross development tools. Some ROS 
packages will no doubt be Forth-based, 

( Please see Crystal Ball on p. 11) 
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The President Says ... 

F red Martin of MIT wrote me a note 
on 20 January 1993 to explain, 

"In your Nov/Dec 1992 Encoder col
umn, you wrote that Dave Dunfield 'built 
[Micro-CJ specifically for the Mini Board.' 
This is (sorry to put it this way) completely 
wrong! Dunjield's Micro-C is a product that 
predated the Mini Board; I simply adapted it 

for Mini Board use ... " 

Fred continues on to say that there is 
no affiliation between Dunfield and 
MIT, "other than that I am a customer of 
his." Thanks for the correction, Fred, 
and my apologies to all involved. 

The January meeting was (again) 
well attended, with about 30 people. 
One person came from Idaho just to see 
what was going on, and apparently liked 
what he saw; he says he's planning on 

Q moving to Seattle. 
Dan Mauch showed off his working 

XYZ stepper-based drilling platform 
(pictured below) . It receives control 
signals through a PC's printer port and 
uses BASIC software that Dan wrote 
himself. Dan can even use the hole in
formation from PADSDEMO to drill 
printed circuit boards of his own design. 

Another person (sorry, but I didn't 
get his name) showed off his Sumo 
wrestler motor platform. It isn't a fin
ished Sumo-bot yet, but the stepper 
motors, driven by a 68hc705 and some 
MOSFETs, moved the machine around 
quite nicely. 

Mike Thyng had a short presen
tation, complete with audio/visual aids, 
on IR sensors and technology. This 
served as an excellent lead-in to a talk I 
did on Keith Payea's YAIRS circuit (see 
last month's Encoder for details). 

I have been looking for a reliable 

0 
short distance (1-3 feet) object detector 
for several different projects. I toyed 
with sonar but finally gave up on it; the 
parts are difficult to get and expensive, 
and the reliability just isn't that good, 

IMHO. (That's net-slang for In My 
Humble Opinion.) 

Keith's YAIRS IR detection system 
looks promising. I built up a little demo 
system and brought it to the meeting. It 
has a working range of 2+ feet and 
seems quite reliable. It doesn't have a 
good dynamic range, though. If I cali
brate for normal room lighting, then 
move it to a darker (or brighter) room, it 
needs recalibration before it will work 
properly. 

When I mentioned this fact at the 
meeting, Karl Brown from Vancouver, 
BC, and others, started tossing out tips 
and suggestions for dealing with IR. 
Karl claims that the dark ends of devel
oped color print film make ideal IR 
filters . I will try this out on my next IR 
circuit. 

I tried several different IR detectors 
and emitters in my test circuit; the results 
were pretty surprising. Many combi
nations did not work more than a few 
inches. Right now, I am using an emitter 
from Radio Shack (276-143B); the 
package lists the device as SY-IR53L. 

J 

by Karl Lunt 

The specs claim this device has a radiant 
power output of 3.4 mW/cm2, nearly 
seven times the power output of the 
emitter in Radio Shack's 276-142 
emitter/detector pair. 

For the detector, I have a pho
totransistor purchased from Active; the 
package gives Active part number 
6K050 and the text OPTMX2261 and 
OPS00SLA. It is a tiny blue 2-lead 
device. 

I have made a few changes to the 
circuit as published; refer to the sche
matic in last month's issue. I used 0.022 
uf for C3 and 0.047 uf for C4. Although 
not stated, V cc should be at least 6 VOC; 
my circuit was not stable at 5 VDC. I 
obtained good results with a 9-volt NiCd 
battery. 

VETCO sells NE567 tone decoder 
!Cs for $0.29 each in quantities; don't 
expect to buy one or two at this price. I 
bought 15 pieces and they gave me the 
quantity price. 

Q2 is listed as a 2N3904 NPN tran
sistor, a device with a gain of about 200. 
I substituted a 2N6427 NPN Darlington, 
(Please see Prez Sez continued next page) 
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(Prez Sez continued from prel'wus page) 

which provides a gain of about 50,000. 
Preliminary tests showed no marked im
provement, but I'll keep tinkering. 

I also replaced R3 with a super
bright red LED and a lK ohm resistor. 
This provides a good visual indication 
when the circuit detects an object. 

I encourage you to build a YAIRS 
prototype and experiment with it. In 
particular, you can see just how difficult 
it is to shield IR detectors, both from 
stray IR and from the circuit's emitter. A 
surprising number of common plastics 
and tapes are transparent to IR. 

I recently uploaded a new version of 
BASINT.LIB, my BAS051 library file 
that I use in my Nuts & Volts articles. 
This newest version adds pulse-width 
modulation (PWM) speed control to the 
library's motor driver software. 

Since the library code already uses 

Spontaneous 

What Subsumption 
Means to Me ... 

by Lance Keizer 

Recent automation successes have 
employed multiple almost 

independent processors, each a complete 
feedback loop. 

Imagine each wheel on a base with 
an individual objective, able to assess 
variation from, and bias its behavior to
ward the objective. 

Mindless meandering would be ex
pected, but these modules have intrinsic 
programs to do nothing if not biased to 
act. Instinctive programming would be 
another internal bias, to go straight if bi
ased to go at all. 

"Biased" here means that sensors 
are not hard-wired or specific to any 
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one of the 
8051 timers 100 Htpwmr[255] 

120 Htpwmr[0] 
140 Htpwmr[95] 
160 Htpwmr[15] 

Htpwml[255] : rem motors run at full speed 
rem motors stopped to generate a 

periodic 1 
msec in
terrupt, I 

Htpwml[0] 
Htpwml[95] : rem motor• run half speed 

rem motors run poorly Htpwml[15] : 

Listing 1: BAS051 PWM example 

grafted a chunk of code into the timer 
service software to provide the PWM 
feature. The code treats both the right 
and left motors identically, so I'll only 
describe the code for one motor. 

Each time the timer interrupt starts 
up, it grabs a byte from a reserved area 
of RAM and uses the LSB of that byte to 
determine whether to turn the motor on 
or off. 

If the LSB is 0, the code turns the 
motor off; if it is 1, it turns the motor on. 
Then, it shifts the byte right one bit po
sition and saves the byte back in the 
reserved RAM address. 

subsystem. Sensors collect, encode, and 
place information on the bus for all pe
ripherals to access. 

Instructions are replaced by biases 
and objectives which can be created or 
influenced by other peripherals. Task 
"collect-empty-pop-cans" may be al
tered by task "recharge batteries" (higher 
priority), which itself may be modified 
by task "avoid-collision" (highest 
priority). 

Peripheral design many now be 
possible independent of the robot. Pe
ripherals become arbitrators over the 
behavior of the mechanical frame to 
which they are attached. 

Since this happens every millisecond, 
the motor gets a series of on and/or off 
commands at regular intervals. If it gets 
enough on commands, the motor begins 
to turn . The higher the ratio of on to off 
commands, the faster the motor turns. If 
all the commands are on, then the motor 
runs full speed; if all the commands are 
off, the motor doesn't turn at all. 

The only thing your BAS051 pro
gram needs to do is change the two data 
bytes (one for the right motor and one 
for the left motor). It does this using two 
new functions I added to the BAS
INT.LIB file, setpwmrO and setpwml•. 

Line 140 and line 160 both have ar
guments that should select half-speed; 
that is, both have four bits set and four 
bits cleared. But line 160 will cause 
poorer performance because the chunks 
of on commands are too far apart. 

The arguments above are decimal 
values, because that is what BAS051 
understands. If you think of those values 
as hexadecimal (or even better, binary) 
you can clearly see the ratios of ones to 
zeros. This will make it easier to plan 
the speed of your motors. 

Note that your motors' torque will 
decrease in the same ratio as their speed 
decreases; one of the drawbacks to 
PWM speed control as implemented this 
way. 

The BASINT.LIB file contains the 
assembly language source for this code; 
feel free to download and check it out. 
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P.A.R.T.S 
Portland Area Robotics Society 

Issue# 04 By. Marvin Green (503) 656-8367. 

Within each one ofus lies a robot waiting to be created. 

Yes you can build a Six Legged walking robot for $15.00. Stiquito is a three inch robot, that uses 

Nitinol (shape-memory) wire to walk. Briefly, Nitinol is an alloy of nickel and titanium that contracts when 
heated by passing a small current through it. 
Stiquito takes advantage of this effect, and uses the 
Nitinol wire for leg muscles. 

I purchased the mail order Stiquito kit for $15. The 
kit includes all the parts necessary to build Stiquito, 
along with an extremely well written manual. The 
kit can go together in one evening providing you 
have small enough tools. 

CA UT/ 0 N: the parts are very small, and not easy 
to work with. 

-Nltlnol 
Wire 

My biggest complaint is that the body comes in two halves that must be glued together. This glue seem takes 
a lot of stress, and a single piece would be a better design. You can make your own with a small piece of 
plastic or wood, or put some heat shrink tubing around the body for a better hold. 

The Stiquito is a state of the art kit, and comes with a great manual (worth the $15 itself). The Nitinol is amazing 
to behold, the legs move without motors, pumps, or gears. Taking your time with this kit will pay off. The 
possibilities for robot experimenters are endless. 

Computer Science Dept. 
Attn: TR 363a Stiquito 
215 Lindley Hall 
Indiana University 
Bloomington, Indiana, 47 405 

. .... .... .. for $15 you find out about it yourself. 

Make your new years resolutions include: 
"This is the year that I actually build a robot!" 
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This is a excerpt from a letter I received from Terry Coss. Terry is an enthusiastic High School Teacher 
from Newberg High School, who wants his students to get a taste of the 21st century. ( ROBOT STYLE) 

"As you know I am excited about the possibilities of Newberg High School's Robotics 
program (machine shop and engineering/drafting) working with other robot 
enthusiasts. In the three years we have attended the state wide high school robotics 
competition at OIT we have won three first places, one second place, and one first 
place in applied engineering. 

In the four and half years I have been teaching, I have been looking for relevant 
projects for the students to work on. I have not found any projects that reflect 
technology for this decade or the next century. Hopefully P.A.R.T.S can supply my 
students with blueprints for new robotic technology and we can supply P.A.R.T.S 
with parts manufactured to plus or minus .005". This would give the students an up
to-date challenge and the small charge would help fund our robotic projects. 

Our facilities include the following: auto cad, plasma-arc, heli-arc, alum. wire feed 
welder, steel wire feed welder, stick welders, oxy-acetylene torch, alum. and brass 
foundry, lathes, vertical mills, horizontal mills, 20 ton press, precision grinders, etc. " 

Help out the students at Newberg High School by sending Terry your 'one of a kind custom part' or your 
'mass produced robot gizmo part' that you need created. You can have that funny "do hicky" part made by 
experts, get students excited about high technology, and save a buck. Who could ask for more? Contact 
Terry Coss at Newberg High School (503) 538-8361 or at Home (503) 538-0409. 

I added a Compass to ZIPPY this 
weekend. Now he can tum any direction, 
sense where he is coming and going to. The 
digital compass I used is a great idea for 
robots to help in navigation, and in room 
recognition. Another idea is to put the battery 
charger on the North wall of a room, to make 
it that much easier to find! Or use the 
compass for a maze running robot. 

- - J~ 7Tlvnd tB? --

-~ - t5 

1.........., 

Signal out 

• • 
3 2 

-] - 2 1K 

- 3 

1 2 
• • 

• 
1 

3 • 
Copy connections 
for each sensor. 

2. 'Dime' size Compass 

1 • with pull up resistor. 

3 
• 

- Bottom View -

The compass is from Suncoast Technologies and is a real bargain at $15.00. Compass resolution gives you eight 
possible heading with an accuracy of about 20 degrees, and connects to any four input connection. Two 
compasses , 20° offset, can mounted for higher resolution. Hall effect sensors and a swivel magnet give the 
compass its zest, and Suncoast supplies good documentation. 

Suncoast Technologies P.O. Box 5835 Spring Hill, FL 34606 

Be thinking about the directions for P.A.R.T.S! What do you want to get 
out of the group ... then get involved by helping shape the future of 
Portland• s only Robotics group Last PARTS Meeting we had 13 new people! Remember that the 
meetings are the 1st Saturday of the month at the Multnomah County Library. 
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motor minus lead is pulled to ground 
whenever a logic "high" biases the NPN 

transistor ON. Rt, must be chosen so the 

current into the base is sufficient to fully 
saturate the transistor. 

Figure lb shows a MOSFET equiv
alant circuit. The NPN and MOSFET 
transistors act as switches and could 
even be replaced by switches or relays if 
all you cared about was turning the 
motor full ON or OFF. As we shall see 
later, using transistors instead of relays is 
advantageous because transistors can be 
switched ON and OFF much more 
quickly than relays and this allows the 
speed of the motor to be controlled. 

In both circuits, the RC network 
across the motor is an example of a 
snubber network. Some snubbers use 
diodes to shunt current to ground or B+ 
(this is the function of the diodes across 
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Immediately 

after the tran

sistor turns off, 

the motor will 

still be turning. If 

the current has 
1---'-----'-----1 

now here to go ,--~~~------s---1-· (a} -·+-i -+-----'-+-+----'---.----,----l 
the motor's iner-

tia and in

ductance attempt 
to keep current 

flowing in the 

same direction. 

This causes the 

voltage across 

i I ; i I 1 = 

•-:-.• - i- .... - . 

.,i ··· 

----- ------1 .. ----.·-·,J'II- - ,.;_ . .;.~ ... -- -e-., ,.~.c:e- -.... ...,_'-.,':"',_ j;J,_,_ +--+---'-i--+---'-----+---,---f - - - -i- ~ -+ - ~ .,. - : - ... ..; -
+.cl ..... • --------,--_,__-e----;----;----e-~+---+--+--------+-~------1 

:::n: ;~~:i:;, ,__ _____ '.Figure2:· .. PWM j&~o.torCur~entWaveforms .... · ___ , 

probably destroying the transistor in the 
process. 

electrical ringing. The net effect is that 

your transistors won't blow up and relay 
contacts won't arc. 

0 the relay coils in figures 4 & 5). Others 
use resistors and capacitors. 

However, with the capacitor C 

across the motor, the current is provided 
a low impedance path to follow so no 
destructive negative spike is formed. 
While the transistor is ON, C charges to 

the voltage across the motor. 

Speed Control 

Now consider what happens when 
the transistor is rapidly turned ON and 
OFF in such a way that the frequency of 

the pulses produced remains constant, 

but the width of the ON pulse is varied, 

as in figure 2. This is known as Pulse 
Width Modulation (PWM). Current only 

flows through the transistor during the 

ON portion of the PWM waveform. Ini

(Drivera continued next page) 
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In both cases, a snubber's purpose is 
to limit the voltage spikes produced by 
the motor and to provide a current path 
for motor curent to flow temporarily 
when the transistor is turned off. This 
current flow is known as circulating 
current; it is important to pr0vide a place 

for this current to go when the transistor 
shuts off. 

··········· S+ 

When the transistor turns off, C then 

gives up its charge, acting as a local re

sevoir of energy to keep the motor 

turning. Resistor R bums off this current 

and forces it to decay rapidly with no 

............... :e+ : 

··•··•·JHt' 
~•v•ru : 

..... .. Ht : ;:c;::nt ; 

·······'· ;; r··i=~~\~~-·· ·•···········• :11. ···· · ········· ••.·· ... l.2········ ---........ •.····;.·····L· .. 1 .... ·• •. ·····[······.·.·.··.·.• ••... ·.• .. ·.·.·.·.··.·.·.·.•, •.. · .. ·.· .. -. ---l u , . u L1 4 .'. ~l~:-.ht~ ; ± - _·••.·· ··········•· ········· ············•· ...... , .............. , ............. _.,1----,-------,--····_······ ... ·· ··_~ ~~ . 
- ~~-------------'------'----'----"-'----,----'----------"'- ---------•------ •·---·-····· 

___ (a); 
' > . • C • • • 

.. {bLL--+---s---~· .. -. ·········- ........ (cL-:----~--< 
Figure 3: H-Bridge 'circuit ltopology used to rever~e motor current '. .. ,__: ----'-----''---
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(Drivers contrinued from previous page) 

tially, with the motor at rest and C dis
charged, no current would flow in the 
motor's windings; as C charges up, 
current through the motor ramps 
upward. 

Before the motor reaches full speed, 
however, suppose he transistor turns 
OFF; this forces the motor to circulate 
current through Rand C. Current decays 
until the transistor turns on again, then 
the whole cycle repeats. The motor 
"sees" a triangle wave current. If the 
frequency of the PWM input is high 
enough, the mechanical inertia of the 
motor cannot react to the ripple in the 
triangle wave; instead, the motor be
haves as if the current were the DC 
average of the triangle wave. With a 
PWM duty cycle of 25% the motor will 
"see" about a third the current that would 
flow with a PWM duty cycle of 75%, 
and will tum at roughly a third the speed. 
Motor speed will be proportional to the 
duty cycle of the PWM input. 

Direction Control 

You could build a robot using only 
unidirectional motors. In practice this 
would severely limit the robot's mo
bility. It would be unable to back up, for 
instance, nor would it be able to pivot in 

place. For worthwhile mobility, a robot 
must have full directional control over 
its drive motors. The way to accomplish 
this is through H-bridges. 

H-bridges take their name from the 
shape of the circuit as conventionally 
drawn; it resembles a capital H with 
switching elements in both the high-side 
and low-side branches of the H (see 
figure 3) . With an H-Bridge, a motor 
can be made to run forward, reverse, or 
even brake to a halt. 

Figure 4 shows such a circuit im
plemented with two SPDT relays and a 
MOSFET. With neither relay coil ener
gized, or both coils energized the pole 
contacts are shorted together. In both 
cases nothing happens when the PWM 
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signal turns the MOS-
• • FET ON because +5Vl B+ 
• 

+SV : 
. 

shorting the leads of the ----s--~:. h --• --'--'---'---'T'·······S---.-+---'---T-----'--'---' 

:t~:o:::ei:t;~:~: 1---~-+------""io::...:1:..,i.,~·fl',.rn. 11-.~ . . -,112 !~ 
: .. ~ • . 

useful form of braking :1r-
1

~~. ~ : ~l • 
that comes for free with .... ·+·11 ..• ~. ~~- -=~ _J~~rl ~--this ciruit. • 

If one side or the l 1,1'-r , ~ II~ J ~ 
other is energized alone, . "Tr 11.. • l 1 &..,1 ····•..-···""·····•·············••·· · ········• 

however, a current path DIR1 o,.;J I , 

~~~~~~dt::::~~;f .. -.... ___,.-o=-•=-,R-=-2..1--~a:--.J•=--:=:=:=:::==~~~:~=-, .. • .. ~=~"j•.• •· ... -........ ;· .. : ...... I- "~~~~"----'-:~•----1 
DIRl is high and DIR2 • PWM ' O ' -~ ------r . : 
is low, relay 1 will pull •---'------+--------'------'--'--------'---~Q

1 I ½ !..__· -+---'---'------i--'--------'-I 

its pole to the B+ con- 1--"---~--.:1Figure4:Dual ·SPDTRelayH-8ridge""'I_'--~ 
tact and relay 2 will 
remain unenergized with its pole pulled 
to ground through the MOSFEf. If DIR2 
is high and DIR is low, current will flow 
in the opposite direction through the 
motor. 

If you don't need speed control, the 
transistor in figure 4 could be replaced 
by a direct connection to ground. The 
motor would then operate either full 
forward, full reverse, or locked rotor. 

Figure 5 shows a circuit that uses a 
single DPDT relay to reverse motor di
rection. Even though this circuit doesn't 
look much like an H, if you trace through 

can mean lower average battery drain. 

A disadvantage of the single relay 
circuit is that it can't short the motor 
terminals together to allow braking. 
Also, if the transistor fails and shorts to 
ground or if the PWM input gets stuck 
high the motor will run, regardless of the 
state of DIR. The two relay configu
ration isn't susceptible to this because 
the motor only runs when one or the 
other-but not both-relays is 
energized. 

Next time we'll look at completely 
solid-state motor driver circuits. 

the possible current ,---~---~---------------. 

paths you'll find that it 
has the same topology, 

two high-side switches 
and two low-side 
switches. 

The advantage of 
this circuit is its sim

+SV 

plicity: only one relay is 1---- 0-1R---'--'.,.."5;;:::,::,::.::.::.-:.-l 
required. The motor can 

be wired so the relay 

only needs to be ener
gized to make the motor 

go backwards . 

Assuming your robot 
will spend most of its 

time going forward, this 

. . . . . . 

M~. ©t:I:fu;1+ · ~ 
.......... (. ......... -....---

Figure 5: Single DPDT Relay H-Bridge .__ __________ ;..._ ____ ;..._ ___ ___. 
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Above shows the laptop comnputer used to control 
Dan Mauch's CNC Drill machine. Below is a closeup 
of the drill head assembly, a modified Dremel Motor. 
Below right, the CNC Drill in operation. 
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Pick a PIC by Brad Smaridge 

L ast moth I wrote an article on PICs, Programmable 
Integrated Circuits, and placed the article in several 

robot newsletters and also on USENEf, an electronic news 
service. The response, particularly from USENET, has been 
useful. 

Microchip is strengthening its PIC line with an ad
vancement over the PIC16C5x series called the PIC10C71 
including these new additions: 

• Four 8-bit AID inputs 
• Four interrupt sources 
• 8-level hardware stack 
• Programmable ob-baord pull-up resistors 
The addition of Analog to Digital conversion makes the 

chip much more atractive. I can imagine several more 
applications using the analog capabilities. Too bad there is 
no Digital to Analog convertor. The external interrupt allows 
an outside occurance to trigger an action by the PIC as well 
as an internal timer interrupt capability. The stack is 8 deep 
getting rid of an annoying limitation on the 16C5x series that 
are only two deep. And the programmable pull-ups simply 
allow you to use fewer external components in your 
design-nice touch. 

Microchip also expanded the internal instruction word 
from 12 bits to 14 bits. This cleaned up the instruction set. 
For example, the Jump instructions can go anywhere in the 
lK program memory without regard to what page it's on. 
Also the registers are all addressable without selecting reg
ister banks. Resluting code is cleaner and faster. 

(Please see PIC continued next page) 

9 
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(PIC continued from previous page) 

The new PIC requires a programmer 

upgrade from Parallax which cost $99 

and is available now. My costs are now 

up to about $350 total. There are no 

Parallax ICE or emeulators available yet. 

The PIC16C71 chips themselves are 

hard to get right now and are only 
available on a sample basis. I suggest 

ENcodER # 17 

you call Microchip and get information 
on the office nearest you. 

Microchip Technology 
(602) 968-7373 

Microchip (Sunnyvale Office) 
(408) 436-7950 

Trinity Technologies (Sunnyvale) 
(408) 733-9000 

Parallax, Inc. 

(916) 721-8217 

Brad Smallridge 

'lb ice ( 415) 550-0588 

FAX (415) 550-0411 

BBS (415) 648-6427 

EMAIL bsmall@holonet.net 
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(Crystal Ball conlinuedfrom p. 2) 

but there will also be packages centered 

around WGO and C. 

There was some movement here, but 
only enough to get half a point. 

ll)Assembly language will remain the 

language of choice for most robots built 

in the coming year, but we will also see 

an increasing percentage of bots that 

run on high-level language steam. 

WGO, C, and Forth will all see in

creased popularity, while BASIC will be 
on the decline. 

I got this one right. One point. 

12) Flying, crawling, walking, hopping 

and floating robots will become more 

popular. They wont be built in the same 

numbers as plain old rolling robots, but 
their appearance will mark a new level 

of confidence in the robotic art. Some of 
them may actually perfonn useful work. 
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This came true, too, particularly for 
walking robots. You can now buy several 
Nitinol-based walkers and Rodney 
Brooks' IS Robotics commercialized the 
servo-based Genghis machine. One 
point. 

13) A complete autonomous mobile ro
bot will be built with a total volume of 1 
cubic centimeter, about the size of a 

sugarcube. 

This may have happened, but I didn't 
see it. Zero points. 

14) One or more robots will employ 
neural network techniques and/or fuzzy 
logic to simply programming. They will 

be trained instead of programmed in the 
traditional sense. 

Lots happening here in industry, but 
not at the Amateur level. This will 
happen, maybe next year? Half a point. 

0 About the Seattle Robotics Society 

0 

The Seattle Robotics Society was formed in 1982 to serve those interested in learning about 
and building robots. We are a diverse group of professionals and amateurs, highschool 
students and college professors, engineers and tinkerers. Our passion is the creation of 
cybernetic creatures that challenge the old definitions of life, intelligence and practicality. We 
meet 10:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon the third Saturday of every month at North Seattle Community 
College in room 1652. If you are building a robot or just planning one, come down and meet 
the gang. We are on an exciting journey and welcome you to join us. 

Upcoming Events 
February 20, 1993 

March 20 

April 6-8 

April 22-25 

May 15 

July 22-25 

SRS Meeting at NSCC, rm 1652, 10:00 am. 

First SRS Sumo Scrimmage 

7th International Service Robot Congress 
Cobo Center, Detroit, Ml ; 
Contact: NSRA at (313) 994-6088 

Second International BEAM Robot Olympics 
Ontario Science Center, Toronto, Ontario, Canada 

Second SRS Sumo Scrimmage 

Robothon Northwest 1993 
Mobile Robot Competition and Symposium 
Contact: Karen Nansel 

Robothon Northwest, Dept. E 
816 N. 105 
Seattle, WA 98133 
(206) 782-5989, 8am-5pm PST 
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15) Ideas espoused by Subsumption 

Architecture advocates such as Rodney 

Brooks at Mll'will be accepted in the 
mainstream of robotics . SA robot 

projects will be popular. 

This came true, but who doubted this 
would be the case? One point. 

16) Color and Monochrome CCD cam

era costs will drop to the point where 

they will be attractive for use in amateur 

telepresence machines. Machine vision 

systems will not play a large part in this. 

Prices did drop, but not enough. Half a 
point. 

That's 8 out of a possible 16 points. I 
could have done as well by guessing 
coin flips. Excuse me while I go get my 

crystal ball repaired ... 
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